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INTRODUCTION

Prescribing branded medicines by health professionals is thought to be one of the major causes of the high cost of medicine. The cost incurred by the manufacturer in drug research, drug production, its storage, marketing, and distribution, etc., is directed to the customer.1 Hence, the same drug can be sold for different prices due to various reasons. For same medicine, the difference in cost between branded and generic product varies from < 2-fold to >100-fold.2 There are two concepts to be understood here, one is generic vs. patented drugs and the other is a drug’s “brand name” versus “non-proprietary name” or generic name.3 Branded medicine is the original product that has been developed by a pharmaceutical company.4 The company is given sole rights of manufacture and distribution of medicine for a certain period of time i.e. known as to have a patent on it. During this period, no one else can produce the same drug. And this is also the reason for the pharmaceutical for being the most trusted type of brand of that particular medicine. Generic medicine is a copy of the original branded product, marketed after the expiry date of the patent and hence supposed to be of low cost as compared to their branded versions. The objective was to compare the costs of various branded and generic medicine and to ascertain the rationality of emphasizing generic versus branded prescription.

ABSTRACT

Background: Same drug can be sold for different prices under different brand names due to various reasons. Branded medicine is the original product that has been developed by a pharmaceutical company and generic medicine is a copy of the original branded product, marketed after the expiry date of the patent and hence supposed to be of low cost as compared to their branded versions. The objective was to compare the costs of various branded and generic medicine and to ascertain the rationality of emphasizing generic versus branded prescription.

Methods: Prices of 50 commonly used branded and generic medicines available as both branded and generic forms and in same concentration, dosage form and combination were selected and the percentage difference in the mean cost of generic and branded medicines was calculated.

Results: The mean cost of 26 generic medicines out of the selected 50 medicines was higher than their branded versions. Mean cost of 20 branded medicines was higher than generic ones, and cost of 4 medicines was approximately same. Percentage difference in the mean costs of branded and generic medicines varied from <10% to >70%.

Conclusions: Most of the drugs available in the market have brand names whether they are branded or generic medicines. Hence, doctor should write a cheapest known brand with the name of the generic salt in bracket so that the patient can buy another if that brand is not available. Furthermore, the Drug Controller of India should release a website where every doctor should be able to find the cheapest and approved drugs in the market.
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confirming to international standards. Generics can be sold by different brand name and may contain different fillers, binders and lubricants and that give them a different color, shape, taste, smell, etc. Hence, generic can be marketed under non-proprietary name or as a branded generic. This enables the manufacturer to market the product in a way similar to the proprietary product.6

Non-proprietary name is the name for the active ingredient in the medicine that is decided by an expert committee and is understood internationally.7

When it is said that doctors should prescribe generic drugs, it means that they should prescribe drugs manufactured by other companies after expiry of the patent of the parent drug of the innovator company. Very often, generic prescribing is misconceived as prescribing by a drug’s generic name or non-proprietary name.3

The unethical promotional practices to get more prescriptions by the doctors by the pharmaceuticals make the drugs unaffordable to the common man as this adds to the cost of the medicine.8 The importance of generic prescribing has been emphasized, primarily to reduce the cost of drugs.9 With this background a study was planned with the aim to compare the cost of various commonly used branded medicines and generic medicines and to ascertain the rationality of emphasizing generic versus branded prescription.

METHODS

An observational study was carried out in the Department of Pharmacology of a tertiary care teaching hospital in Udaipur, after taking permission from institutional ethical committee. Prices of different branded and generic drugs were compared with the help of Indian Drug Review January 2014, ref Rx July-October 2013, brochures of pharmaceuticals and pharmacies. Commonly used drugs available as both branded and generic forms and in the same concentration, dosage form, and the combination, belonging to different classes were selected. 50 medicines belonging to different classes such as non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug, antacids, anti-hypertensives, anti-diabetics, antibiotics, drugs used for bronchial asthma and cough syrups, etc., were included for comparison. Few FDCs and topical preparations of antiseptics and antifungal, hematines calcium and vitamin preparations were also included. The brand with the highest price and lowest price available were taken into consideration. Mean of all the prices available, of branded medicine and generic medicine, was calculated, and the percentage difference in the mean costs of generic and branded medicines was calculated.

RESULTS

A total of 50 medicines were selected for analysis. Of 50 medicines 18, (36%) branded and generic medicines were having <10% difference in their cost; of which 9 (50%) generics and 5 (27.78%) branded were costlier than their counter versions and 4 (22.22%) were approximately of same cost.

Totally, 16 (32%) medicines had 10-35% difference in their cost; of which 9 (56.25%) generics and 7 (43.75%) branded were costlier.

The percentage difference was between 35% and 70% in 14 (28%) medicines of which 8 (57.14%) generics and 6 (42.86%) branded were costlier.

Two branded medicines were costlier than their generic versions having >70% difference in their cost.

The mean cost of 26 (52%) generic medicines of the selected 50 medicines was higher than their branded versions. Mean cost of 20 (40%) branded medicines was higher than generic ones, and cost of 4 (8%) medicines was approximately same. Percentage difference in the mean costs of branded and generic medicines varied from <10% to >70% more precisely ranging from 0.50% to 79.49% (Figures 1 and 2).

DISCUSSION

It is evident by the results after completion of the study that the mean cost of 52% of generic medicines were found to be more than the mean cost of branded medicines which is inconsistent with previous findings.10 This could be because of competition among producers when generic drugs enter the market and to overcome this, their branded versions...
are also sold at lower prices. Generic prescribing has been emphasized mainly to reduce the cost of drugs. Until the amendments in the Indian Patent Act in March 2005, India was following process patent system but after becoming a part of the global treaty India has moved to product patent system. Before this Indian pharmaceutical industry flourished and became big supplier of generic medicines. Because of process patents only, in 2002 India was the world’s largest producer of generic medicines.11

Mean cost of 40% of branded medicines were found to be higher than generic medicines. Generic medicines are cheaper in comparison to branded medicines because there is no need to make investments in research and development as in the case of new drugs. The prevailing fierce competition also makes the manufacturers to keep low prices.12 Earlier the branded medicines were manufactured by multinational pharmaceuticals and large Indian pharmaceutical companies and therefore usually expensive.13 They were strongly but unethically promoted through doctors. Practice of bribing doctors for getting more prescriptions is well known; though unacceptable fact and such promotional cost add to the retail prices i.e. maximum retail price (MRPs) of the medicines. Negligence of the product patents for pharmaceuticals was our strength till the amendment of Indian Patent Act in 2005 which resulted in growth of generic pharmaceutical industries thus making drugs available at low cost.11 Recently, in order to check the doctor-pharmaceutical connection and unethical marketing practices Union government and regulatory bodies appear to be serious. Medical Council of India has directed doctors, hospitals, and medical colleges to prescribe by generic names as far as possible, prescribe drugs with generic names and ensure that there are a rational prescription and use of drugs and all doctors registered under the MCI act have been asked to abide by the directive.9 Concern grew about the fate of our strength till the amendment of Indian Patent Act in 2005, so Indian pharmaceutical industry will not be affected by product patent regime.16 These cover all the life-saving drugs as well as medicines of daily use for common ailments.14 Indian Union Minister for Commerce and Industry, Sri Kamal Nath, assured that “the prices of medicines will not shoot up due to Patents, because of the strong safeguards and checks and balances.” Further, he added “I must also repeat the point often cited that 97% drugs in the market and 100% of all essential drugs are not covered by patents.”91,17

Percentage difference in the mean costs of branded and generic medicines varied from 0.50% to 79.49%. Actually almost all the drugs produced in India are generic medicines (generic equivalents) under different brand names. The prices of them may vary and are not controlled by the doctors. MRP is decided and permitted by the government.18

Now instead of chasing doctors pharmaceuticals provide generic medicines to the pharmacies at very cheap rates with MRPs written as allowed by the government, and now these pharmacies have free choice of selling the drug at their own cost.

**CONCLUSION**

Facts revealed after the completion of this study are suggestive of that the onus for cost reduction, from the point of view of drug selection, lies with the doctors by prescribing the cheapest available drug and include the generic names of the drug in parenthesis, in case that particular brand is not available. A website should be release by the Drug Controller of India where every doctor can find out cheapest and approved drugs.
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